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Abstract 

The improvement the quality ring and rotor after doubling is depend upon single and double twist factor. S/Z rotor yarns have 

bigger diameter than S/Z twist factor. The twist over doubling of low twist rotor spun singles results in significant improvement 

in the tenacity of rotor yarn and the differences in the strength of ring and rotor spun yarns is considerably reduced. The breaking 

extension of doubled rotor yarns was greater than that of ring spun yarns for balance twist but lower for twist over twist doubling 

irrespective of twist multiplier of singles. Improvement in the imperfection of both type of yarn after doubling. In case of 

tenacity rotor yarn shows more improvement in the double yarn than ring double yarn.    
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The new spinning technologies introduced in late sixties and early seventies, only rotor spinning sustained its promise and in the 

year to follow, it’s established itself as a worthy alternative to ring spinning in the coarse and medium count range. The reason 

for its phenomenal growth were very high productivity and amenability to automation and elimination of roving and winding 

processes. 

The production of man-made fibre yarns on rotor machines has received increased attention. These yarns have not been well 

accepted as a substitute for ring-spun yarns. Rotor-spun yarns are inherently weaker 5than ring-spun yarns because of structural 

difference and the manufacturers are concerned about the weavability and fabric strength. Good results can obtained with plying 

of rotor yarn 

Mehtani and Grover reported that twist over doubling of low twist rotor spun singles results in significant improvement in the 

tenacity of rotor yarn and the differences in the strength of ring and rotor spun yarns is considerably reduced. The breaking 

extension was of doubled rotor yarn for the was greater than that of ring spun yarn for the balance twist but lower for twist over 

twist doubling, irrespective of twist multiplier of singles 

Hunter also reported a significant improvement in the tenacity of rotor-spun cotton yarns following doubling. Levy claims that 

the plying of rotor yarns leads to the improvement of the fabric quality. However, Kajuter expressed some doubt as to whether 

the use of plied rotor yarns in weaving can lead to any significant improvement in fabric quality. The present study aims at 

exploring this less investigated area of the characteristics of rotor double yarn spun verses ring double yarn spun. 

II. MATERIAL & METHODS 

 Materials: A.

Cotton fibres with the quality of Mech 1 and J32 with 50/50 blend ratio. The pre- processes up to drawing frame for both yarns 

were identical while ring yarn is prepared in Ring frame LR 6 and rotor in Schlaforst SE 12 and doubled the yarn using the 

double winder and TFO machine at DKTE Institute Ichalkaranji. 
Table – 1 

Fibre Properties Mech 1 J34 

Length (mm) 30 28 

UI % 83.4 82.5 

Strength (gram/tex) 29.5 28.5 

Mic (Micrograms/inch) 04.1 03.9 

Rd (%) 75.0 75.0 

+b (%) 07.0 07.0 
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 Methods: B.

Table – 2 

Test Name Testing Instrument 

Fibre parameter test HVI and AFIS 

Strength Premier Tensomaxx 

TPI Single yarn twist tester 

Elongation Premier Tensomaxx 

Hairiness Uster evenness tester (UT4) 

Unevenness and Imperfection Uster evenness tester (UT4) 

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 Yarn Tenacity: A.

The Tensile Strength expressed as force per unit liner density is called tenacity. This is normally expressed as gram force per 

tex(gf/tex). The higher the value,the better the strength of the yarn 
Table – 3 

Yarn Tenacity of Single and Double Yarn of Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Count (Ne) 

Ring Yarn Rotor Yarn 

Single yarn  Tenacity 

(gf/tex) 

Double yarn Tenacity 

(gf/tex) 

Single yarn  Tenacity 

(gf/tex) 

Double yarn Tenacity 

(gf/tex) 

10 13.15 13.60 10.70 12.10 

16 13.00 13.40 10.60 11.90 

20 12.50 13.10 10.14 11.75 

 

 
Fig. 1: Graph 1 – Yarn Tenacity of Single and Double Yarn of Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Ring spun yarn is having enveloped twist, it twisted the fibres from outwards to inwards, while in the rotor spun yarn has core 

twist, twisting in the fibres from inwards to outwards, because of that rotor yarn showing more voluminous and open. Fibres in 

the layer of rotor spun yarn partly escape from the twisting action during spinning and therefore contribute little to yarn strength. 

But after the doubling it shows improvement in the yarn strength compare to the ring spun yarn. From the above graph it directly 

indicate that improvement is much better in the strength of rotor yarn after doubling than the ring double yarn 

After the doubling ring yarn improves the total average tenacity (3.42%. 3.00% and 4.80% for 10’s. 16’s and 20’s count 

respectively) is 3.72%, whereas in the case of rotor yarn the improvement in the total average tenacity (13.08 5, 12.26% and 15.8 

% for 10’s, 16’s and 20’s respectively) is 13.71. So we can say that rotor double yarn has 9.99% more improvement in the 

strength than the ring double yarn 

 Yarn Elongation: B.

It is the measure of the extent of deformation along the axis of a material under a tensile stress expressed as a percentage change 

in length based on original length of Test Sample. The percentage of length up to which the yarn can be extended before the 

occurrence of yarn breakage. 
Table - 2 
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Yarn Elongation of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Count 

(Ne) 

Ring Yarn Rotor Yarn 

Single yarn Breaking 

Elongation (%) 

Double yarn Breaking 

Elongation (%) 

Single yarn Breaking 

Elongation (%) 

Double yarn Breaking 

Elongation (%) 

10 4.39 4.60 5.04 5.90 

16 5.04 5.20 5.40 5.97 

20 5.40 5.62 6.00 6.31 

 

 
Fig. 2: Graph 2 – Yarn Elongation of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Rotor spun yarn is better to Ring spun yarn in case of elongation at break (%). Based on the above reading it can be concluded that 

elongation at break of rotor spun yarn is higher than that of comparable ring spun yarn in both single and double yarn. And after the doubling 

elongation of ring and rotor yarn is increased substantially. After the doubling ring yarn improves the elongation at break is 4.00% (4.78%, 

3.17%, and 4.07% of 10’s, 16’s and 20’s respectively) while rotor yarn shows 10.92% (17.06%, 10.55%, and 5.16% of 10’s, 16’s and 20’s 

respectively) improvement in the elongation at break after doubling. 

 Yarn Hairiness: C.

The hairiness value informs about the count of fibres protruding from the yarn base. The hairiness H measurement unit of the 

Uster Tester examines the hairiness of approximately 1cm lengths of yarn. It is specified as the average value of hairiness over 

the total test length. 
Table – 3 

Yarn Hairiness of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Count 

(Ne) 

Ring Yarn Rotor Yarn 

Single yarn Hairiness Double yarn Hairiness Single yarn  Hairiness Double yarn Hairiness 

10 6.70 6.16 5.76 4.92 

16 7.46 7.04 6.46 5.90 

20 8.70 7.90 7.05 6.59 

 

 
Fig. 3: Graph 3 – Yarn Hairiness of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 
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The Hairiness correspond to the total length of protruding fibres within the measurement field of 1cm length of the yarn. From 

the above reading it can be state that Rotor spun yarn shows significantly lower hairiness than comparable Ring spun yarn. After 

the doubling it shows improvement in both Ring and Rotor yarn and it reduces the hairiness after the doubling. The average 

percentage of reduction of hairiness in Rotor yarn after doubling is 9.93% .Whereas in the ring yarn the average percentage of 

reduction of hairiness after doubling is 7.63 % 

IV. IMPERFECTION INDEX 

 Uster % (U %): A.

This is a measure of unevenness of sliver/roving/yarn - Uster% is a measure of variation in weight (in gms) of approximately 1 

cm.The value is better, the lower it is. 
Table – 4 

U % of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Count 

(Ne) 

Ring Yarn Rotor Yarn 

Single yarn U% Double yarn U% Single yarn U% Double yarn U% 

10 8.50 7.19 7.92 5.68 

16 9.39 7.60 8.50 6.35 

20 9.88 7.97 9.11 7.45 

 

 
 Fig. 4: Graph 4 – U % of Single and double of Ring and Rotor Yarn  

 CV1m: B.

Table - 6 

CV1m (%) of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Count 

(Ne) 

Ring Yarn Rotor Yarn 

Single Yarn CV1m (%) Double Yarn CV1m (%) Single Yarn CV1m (%) Double Yarn CV1m (%) 

10 6.01 5.96 3.91  

16 5.99 5.06 3.84 3.22 

20 5.02 4.48 3.00 3.56 

 

 
                 Fig. 5: Graph 6: CV1m (%) of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 
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From the above works it can be concluded that ring spun yarn is more uneven than rotor spun yarn. In the spinning process, the unevenness 

of the product increases from stage to stage after drawframe, because of mainly two reasons 

1) The number of fibres in the cross section steadily decreases, because of smaller the numbers of fibres, uniform arrangement fofibres 

becomes more difficult. 

2) Each drafting process increases the unevenness. In the spinning operation each process adds the certain amount of irregularity of 

finished yarn. Whereas the rotor yarn directly produced after the drawframe process. But in the case of the ring yarn it passes several 

process and different draft imparted. That’s why ring yarn is more uneven and irregular than rotor yarn. 

After the doubling it shows the improvement in the U% in both the cases, ring yarn shows the total average 18.25 % 

improvement in the U% whereas the rotor yarn shows the total average 24.18% improvement in the U% after the doubling.  

CVm and CV1m also get the benefited after the doubling and it also shows significant improvement in the CV % of both the 

type yarn. 

 Count Strength Product (CSP): C.

The product of lea strength and actual count of cotton yarn. 
Table - 7 

CSP of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

Count 

(Ne) 

Ring Yarn Rotor Yarn 

Single yarn CSP Double yarn CSP Single yarn CSP Double yarn CSP 

10 1825 1840 1592 1648 

16 2092 2150 1612 1680 

20 2282 2305 1752 1820 
 

 
      Fig. 6: Graph 7: CSP of Single and Double Ring and Rotor Yarn 

From the above work it can be concluded that the strength of the Ring spun yarn is higher than Rotor spun yarn. Strength of the 

rotor spun yarn is lower due to its core twist structure. But after the doubling it found that the there is significant improvement in 

the CSP especially in the case of the rotor yarn. After the doubling Ring yarn has increased the CSP by 1.53% while the Rotor 

yarn achieved the 3.86 % improvement in the CSP. 

V. CONCLUSION 

1) Yarn Tenacity – Strength of the single rotor spun yarn is about 18.64% less than the single ring spun yarn. After the 

doubling the strength difference is only 10.86%. So we can confidently say that after the doubling rotor yarn gain more 

strength and compensate the difference of strength between ring and rotor yarn in some extent 

2) Yarn Elongation – Elongation of single rotor yarn is about 10.93 % higher than the single ring spun yarn. After the 

doubling process this difference increases to 17.89%. It means after doubling process rotor yarn gain more elongation 

percentage than the ring spun yarn  

3) Yarn Hairiness – Single ring spun yarn is 15.75% more hairy than the single rotor spun yarn. After the doubling process 

ring yarn found 7.75% reduce the hairiness of the yarn while in the rotor spun yarn after the doubling found 9.66 % 

reduction in the hairiness. 

4) Mass variation – Rotor spun yarn shows higher evenness than ring spun yarn. The single ring spun yarn is 10.82 % 

more uneven than the single rotor spun yarn. After the doubling 18.06% improvement found in the U% of ring yarn, 

whereas rotor yarn found 23.74% improvement in the U% after the doubling. 

5) CSP –Ring spun yarn is stronger than the rotor spun yarn. The CSP of ring spun yarn is always higher than the rotor 

spun yarn. After doubling we found that the ring spun yarn shows 1.54% improvement to the CSP while rotor yarn 

shows 3.87 % increment in to the CSP. So doubling found the more beneficial to rotor spun yarn in terms of CSP. 
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VI. FUTURE WORK 

In this thesis, an attempt was made to study the comparing the properties of ring and rotor yarn after doubling by taking the three 

different counts(10’s, 16’s and 20’s with 100% cotton) of same material for both Ring and Rotor yarn. 

In future there is a scope of trying some more counts and different blend proportion, even can do study by using the Air jet 

yarn. Also in this thesis the study was limited to only yarn by extending this study can prepare the different fabric and then 

compare their properties 
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